Air trapping in Wegener's granulomatosis: an additional finding on expiratory chest HRCT.
This study was undertaken to assess the presence and extent of air trapping (AT) on high-resolution computed tomography (HRCT) in patients with Wegener's granulomatosis (WG) and to correlate the finding with the inspiratory pattern and bronchial/bronchiolar involvement. Twenty-one patients (7 M/14 F) with WG underwent inspiratory and expiratory HRCT. Images were evaluated for the presence and extent of AT and for airway involvement (bronchi/bronchioles); the predominant HRCT pattern was also documented. The attenuation difference was measured between the areas of AT on expiration and the same areas on inspiration in order to verify the finding of AT. The extent of AT was calculated by visual scoring and correlated with the predominant inspiratory patterns and bronchial/bronchiolar involvement. AT was found in seven patients (33.3%) and its extent ranged between 3% and 70% (mean 15.8±7). Two patients showed no lesions on inspiratory HRCT, and the only finding was AT on expiration. The attenuation difference between areas of AT on expiration and the same areas on inspiration ranged between 32 and 89 HU. Inspiratory HRCT was pathological in 19 patients (90.4%), and the principal lung patterns were nodular, cavitary or noncavitary (n=7, 38.9%); ground-glass opacities (n=5, 26.3%); masses (n=3, 15.8%); fibrotic (n=3, 15.8%); and consolidation with air bronchogram (n=1, 5.3%). Bronchial and bronchiolar involvement was found in 14 and five patients, respectively. No statistically significant correlation was found between AT extent and the findings on inspiration. In addition, there were no specific patterns that caused higher or lower scores of AT. Moreover, when bronchial or bronchiolar involvement was absent, the mean AT score was statistically significantly higher. Areas of AT represent a new and indirect HRCT finding--and in rare cases the only finding--of pulmonary WG. The nonsignificant correlation between AT extent and inspiratory findings may suggest AT as an additional HRCT finding in patients with WG.